
The United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland: Great Britain 

 

Basic Facts: 

 The “United Kingdom” includes Great Britain (England, Scotland, Wales) and Northern 

Ireland. Great Britain and Northern Ireland are the two main islands of the United 

Kingdom. 

 The national capital is London. 

 The flag of the UK represents England, Northern Scotland, the flag of Great Britain, and 

Northern Ireland.  

 

 

 This is sometimes confusing. Let’s look at some different names that are sometimes 

confused: 

o England = ___________________ 

o Britain= ______________________ + __________________ 

o Great Britain= ________________ + __________________+___________________ 

o United Kingdom= _____________ +___________________+ 

_________________+__________________ 

 In addition to Great Britain and Northern Ireland, the United Kingdom has many small 

islands. It also has many territories around the world that may not officially be considered 

part of the United Kingdom but do have a special relationship with the British government.  

 

Weather: Great Britain experiences plenty of rainfall, and the weather is often changeable 

and difficult to predict. Because of this, weather is often a topic for discussion. Because of the 

abundant rainfall and mild climate, Britain is great environment for plants to grow and is very 

green. 

 

Language: English is the official language for the entire United Kingdom, but some people 

speak it in different ways, influenced by their family history. (Welsh English, Scottish English, 

etc.)          

 

Other Nationalities: The United Kingdom contains people from many countries. These 

immigrants sometimes live in communities with other immigrants from the same area. As of 

1998, there were 170,000 Chinese living in Britain, mostly from Hong Kong. 1/3 of those Chinese 

were living in London at the time. All of these immigrants make the UK one of the most 

culturally diverse countries in Europe. The UK’s immigration policy has become more flexible in 

recent years, allowing for even more immigrants. 

 

Economy:  

 The UK’s well-developed banking system makes it one of the leading financial centers of 

the world. Foreign trade is important to the economy. 

             
 



 Service industry is Britain’s fastest growing and most important part of the national 

economy. By 2000, 75% of the total work force was employed in service industries 

(financial service, tourism and transportation, and trade). 

 Financial Service: London is one of the three financial centers of the world, the other two 

being New York and Tokyo. 

 Britain is the 5th largest tourist country in the world after the United States, Spain, France, 

and Italy. The tourist industry benefits from a well-developed transportation system in 

Britain. 

 

Government Education 

 In the UK, political parties compete 

against each other for the right to 

run the country. 

 The United Kingdom is not really a 

kingdom, run by a king and queen. 

There is a queen, but she is the 

Head of State only in name. 

 The queen is the formal and 

permanent Head of State. By law, 

she is the source of all government 

powers; however, she does 

everything on the advice of the 

Prime Minister and does not get 

involved with politics. 

 The Prime Minister is the Head of 

Government and the leads the 

country in making decisions and 

laws. 

 The group of people who make 

laws in the UK is called Parliament. 

 The political parties that make up 

Parliament often fight about key 

issues, such as foreign policy and 

economic policy.  

 Welfare: The UK has one of the best 

social welfare programs in Europe. 

This includes the National Health 

Service, a housing program, 

education, and more. The National 

Health Service provides free 

medical care to every person, 

except for dental care, glasses, 

and prescribed medicine. 

 Education is mainly the responsibility of local 

education authorities, not the central 

government. Furthermore, each school truly 

experiences lots of freedom in managing 

textbooks and teaching methods. 

 Education is compulsory for all children between 

ages 5 and 16. Education is free for all children 

up to age 16 if they attend a state school. 

 About 7% of British children attend independent 

schools, however, and must pay tuition. 

Independent schools can usually hire the best 

teachers and have the best facilities. Attending 

these schools is often only for rich families. 

 There are 4 stages in education: primary, 

secondary, further education, and higher 

education. Primary school begins at age 5, and 

secondary school is from age 11-16. 

 At age 16, they must take a test called the GCSE 

to certify their graduation.  

 After that, students can leave school to go to 

work, or they can choose to study for two more 

years to prepare for higher education.  

 The most common entrance qualifications to go 

to university are some tests along with school 

references and an interview. 

 There are more than 100 universities, and 1/3 of 

British young people attend. Before 1998, 

university students did not pay tuition. As of 2003, 

universities are allowed to charge up to £3,000. 

(1£= 9.95RMB). 

 

 

Famous Places: Cities and Landmarks 

 Cambridge University 

 Oxford University 

 Some famous cities in Great Britain are London, Birmingham, Glasgow, Manchester, 

Liverpool, Southhampton, Kingston, Plymouth, Sheffield, and Edinburgh. 



 London is the capital of England and the whole United Kingdom. It functions as the 

country’s most important political, economic, cultural, communications, and industrial 

center. 

 Edinburgh is the capital of Scotland. 

 

What else is this country sometimes known for? Remember, sometimes a country is known for 

something because it is true, but it is important to remember the diversity in a country’s people and 

avoid stereotypes. 
 

{tea & biscuits, Royal Family, fish and chips, pubs, British people are sometimes thought to be 

very formal, football (soccer)} 

 

The United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland: Northern Ireland 

 

Northern Ireland, as part of the UK, has several similarities. Still, there are some facts and parts 

of culture that make Northern Ireland unique. 

 

 In 1801, Ireland became part of the UK. After some war within Ireland, in 1921 the country 

split into two parts, the Republic of Ireland and Northern Ireland. The Republic of Ireland is 

independent, but Northern Ireland is part of the UK. 

 The capital city is Belfast. 

 While the euro is the currency in the rest of Ireland, Northern Ireland uses the British Pound. 

Most large shops do still accept the euro. 

 The Northern Ireland economy is the smallest of the four countries that make up the United 

Kingdom: England, Scotland, Wales and Northern Ireland. 

 Tourist authorities like to promote Northern Ireland as a safe place to visit. According to 

one United Nations report, Northern Ireland has the second-lowest crime rate in the 

developed world. 

 There are so many rivers, lakes and so much coastline in Northern Ireland, it's no surprise 

that many of its best-known sporting activities are water-based. Golf is also a popular 

sport. 

 

 


